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Triangles and Elliptic Curves. Vl

By Takashi ONO

Department of Mathematics, The Johns Hopkins University, U. S. A.
(Communicated by Shokichi IYANAGA, M. J. A., Oct. 12, 1995)

This is a continuation of the series of papers
[11 each of which will be referred to as (I), (II),
(III), (IV), (V) in this paper. By a real triangle we
shall mean an element of the following set:
(0.1) Tr= {t= (a, b, c) R3, 0 < a < b + c,

0< b< c+ a, 0 < c<a+ b}.
1

For each t Tr, set s s(t) -(a / b + c).

One sees easily that
(0.2) Tr= {t= (a, b,c) Ra,0<a, b, c<s}.
As in (I), we associate an elliptic curve E to t
Tr"

Et’Y x + Ptx + Qtx(o.3)
where

(0.4)

(o.5)

1
bPt (a / c)

Vt- s(s- a) (s- b) (s- c)
(area of t) 2.

In this paper, we shall describe isomorphisms
(over R) among elliptic curves (0.3) in terms of
relations among triangles (0.1).

1. Basic facts. Let k be a field of charac-
teristic not 2. Consider an elliptic curve of the
form:
(1.1) y x + Px + Qx, P, Q e k.
Referring to the standard notation of Weierstrass
equations ([2], Chapter III, 1), we have
(1.2) ax a3 a6- 0, a2 P, a4 Q,
(1.3) b2- 4P, b4 2Q, b6 0, bs- Q2
(1.4) c4- 16(P- 3Q), c 32P(2P- 9Q),
(1.5) A 16Q(P2- 4Q) 4= 0,

2s Q.(1 6) j c4 /A (P- 3Q) /( (P-aQ)).
Now let k- R. Inspired by (0.5) for triang-

les, we shall focus our attention on elliptic curves
(1.1) with Q O. Thus we have, from (1.4), (1.5),
(1.6),

c4 > O, A > O,j> 0(1.7)
and
(1.8) sign(c) sign (P),

Q O <:V P O C: j 1728.
From now on, for a real number a > 0,
assume that > 0. We put

we

1
M - (P + v/P2- 4Q),

(1.9) 1
N - (P- v/P2- 4Q).

Since M- N=v/P-4Q > 0 and MN- Q
0, we have

(1.10) M > 0, N < 0.
From (1.1), (1.9), it follows that

3(1.11) y x -F Px -F Qx x(x + M) (x + N).
Now, we introduce a quantity
(1.12) - N/M < O.
Since the elliptic curve (1.1 1) is isomorphic (over
C) to the Legendre form y --x(x- 1)(x- t),
we obtain
(1.13) j 2s(22- 2 + 1)/(t2(- 1)2).
Next, we put

1 _)(1.14) p 2
(,t +/l 1- (P /2Q) >_ 1.

Finally, following [3], Chapter V, 2, define a

quantity 7":
sign(Q), if j 4:1728 (i.e., if c 4: 0)

(1.15) 7"- sign(Q), if j-- 1728 (i.e. if c- 0).
In view of (1.8), we have

1, ifP-<O
(1.16) 7" 1, if P > 0.
(1.17) Prlmsfin. Let E, E be elliptic curves
over R of the form E z + Px + x, E’"

rXy =x +P + Q’x with Q, Q < O. Letj,,,
p, 7" (resp. jr, ,r, pr, 7"r) be quantities (1.6), (1.12),
(1.14), (1.15) for E (resp. E r). Then we have
E - E over R v p p" and sign P- sign P’.

Proof First of all, we know ([3], Chapter V,
2) that
(1.18) E E’ over R C: j j" and T" 7"’.
Now since/, /’ are both 0, we have
j’-" j<:>/’ {/, 1//, 1 --/, 1/(1 --/),

/t/(/l- 1), (/t- 1)/2}
<=>/’ {/, 1/2) <==> p’ p.

Our assertion then follows from these equiva-
lences and (1.16), (1.18). Q.E.D.

3(1.19) Corollary. Elliptic curves y x + Qx,
Q < 0, are all isomorphic over R.
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In fact, forP= 0, p 1 for all Q < 0.
Q.E.D.

{}2. Real triangles. Let t (a, b, c) be an
element of the set Tr in (0.1), (0.2). Since Qt

(area t) < 0 by the definition (0.5), we can
apply results of {}1 to all elliptic curves Et, t
Tr. The meaning of et in (0.4) is obvious:

1 b"(2.1) Pt - (a + cZ)

abcosC 0,
<0,

where C is the angle between
b, 0<C<m

b

if C< zc/2,
ifC r/2,
if C> r/2,
sides a and

From the defining equations:
1

(2.2) P-- Pt=-(a2 + b

Q-- Qt

c) ab cos C,

t (a,b,c),
--s(s-a)(s-- b)(s-c),
1

s--(a+ b+ c),

it follows that
(2.3) P-- 40 (ab) .
Substituting (2.3) into (1.5), (1.6), (1.9), (1.12),
(1.14), we obtain

(2.4) A
(2 5) j 2*(ab + Q) /(abQ)3

1
(2.6) M- s(s-- c) - (P + ab),

1
N= (s-- a) (s-- b) =- (P- ab).

(2.7) 2 (P ab)/(P + ab)
(2.8) p (a2b

(l + cos C)/(1- cos C).
Note that
(2.9) p >-- 1, and p 1 <==> P 0 <==> C r/2.
From (1.17), (1.19), (2.9), we obtain
(2.10) Theorem. Let Et, Et, be elliptic curves over
R associated with real triangles t--(a, b, c),
t’: (a’, b’, c’). Let C be the angle between sides
a, b with 0 < C < 7r and C’ be the one for t’.
Then

E " Et, over R<==> C- C’.

{}3. A triple of elliptic curves associated with
a triangle. The statement (2.10) suggests that
one should associate not only one elliptic curve
E but an ordered triple E {Et,a, Et,b, Et,c} to
a triangle t (a, b, c) Tr. The definition of
E is obvious: Et, E in the sense of (0.3) and

Et,a, Et, are the results of cyclic permutations
(a, b, c) (b, c, a), (c, a, b) applied to the de-
finition of Et,c, respectively. In other words, we
have
(3.1) Et,a "y X + Pt,ax + Qtx where

1
bPt,,=g( + c

(3.2) E,’ x + P,x + 0x where
1

cPt,o ( + a b2),

(3.3) E,’ x + P,x + Qtx where
1

P,=- (a + b c2),
and
(3.4) Qt= s(s- a) (s- b) (s- c)

(area oft)2,
this being invariant under the cyclic permuta-
tions.

For t (a, b, c), t"= (a’, b’, c’) Tr, tri-
ples Et, Et, are said to be isomorphic over R if

Et,a, Et,b, Et, are isomorphic over R to Et,,a,,
Et,,o,, Et,,c,, respectively. When that is so, we

shall write E Et,. Now the following is an im-
mediate consequence of (2.10):
(3.5) Theorem. Let Et, Et, be elliptic curves over

R associated with real triangles t (a, b, c),
t" (a’, b’, c’), respectively. Then

Et - Et, over R = t and t" are similar.

4. Sequence of triangles. When a sequ-
ence {ti- (ai, b, G), >_ 1} of triangles is
given, we obtain a sequence {Et,} of triples of
elliptic curves. By way of illustration, let us con-

sider an example where a sequence {t} is formed
inductively from a triangle by a simple geometric

construction as seen in the following figure:

B

A B’ C
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Let ABC be any triangle with sides a--BC,
b--CA, c AB. By abuse of notation, we use
the same letter a for the length of BC, etc. Let
A’, B’, C’ be points on a, b, c at which the in-
scribed circle of the triangle ABC is tangent to
sides a, b, c, respectively. Write t-- (a, b, c),
t’-- (a’, b’, c’). By a simple geometric thinking,
we have

(41) C’
1 1 1 1=- (A + B) (7-- C) =-7-- C,

(4.2) cosC=l-2sin(C/2) 1-2cosZC’.
Similarly
(4.3) cos A 1 2 costA’,

cosB= 1--2cos2B ’.
Now let ti-- (ai, b, ci), i_> 1, be a sequ-

ence of triangles AiB,C formed inductively from

tl by the geometric construction t-- t’ described
above. If we put u- cos A, v cos B, w
cos Ci, then (4.2), (4.3) become
(4.4) u 1 2u+1 v 1 2v+1

w 1- 2w+, i-> 1.
One finds that

1
(4.5) limui= limv= limw= (i--oo).

Hence all angles Ai, B, C approach 7r/3 and so
all elliptic curves in the triples {Et,} eventually
become isomorphic to the single elliptic curve of
the form
(4.6) y =x +4x 3x
which corresponds to the equilateral triangle t--
(2,2,2).

Here are some numerical data for the right
triangle t (2,2v,4). Then s 3 + v, s- a

1 +/-, s-b=3-/, s-c=v/5-1,
Pt,a 12, Pt,o 4, Pt,c O, Q 12, E

3{y=x+ 12x- 12x, y =x /4x 12x,
X

3y 12x}.
As for other quantities such as A, j, M, N, , p
((2.4)-(2.8)), let us write, e.g., Ja for j(Et,a), etc.
Thus we have, for t (2, 2/-, 4),
(4.7) A= 23, A=243,A=23,
(4.8) j 243353, Jb 243-2133, Jc 2633,
(4.9) M =6+4v/,Mb 6, Me= 2/,
(4.10) N (4---6),N= --2,

N= 2/-,
(4.11) ,, {7- 4/-), - 1/3, , 1,
(4.12) p 7, p 5/3, Pc 1.

5. A +B+ C-- 7r. Let t= (a, b, c)
be a triangle with angles A, B, C as before. The
three elliptic curves Et,a, Et,, Et, can not be in-
dependent because of the relation A + B -9 C
7r. In fact, using the relations
(5.1) P- Pt,a bc cos A, P ca cos B,

P ab cos C,
we find
(5.2) a P, + bP + c P 2PPbPc + abc
which is an algebraic relation among middle
coefficients (Pa’s) of three elliptic curves.
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